CORE AGRONOMICS

Centered on you.

accurate, high-quality, reliable
testing results
a partner who knows the acre
and its history like no other
decisions based on custom recs
and resources to back them
local access to expertise plus
new tech and data innovation
grid or zone options to convert
more opportunities into bushels

The goal? Increase output for every unit of input on every acre. Period.
Soil testing and nutrient prescriptions are fundamental to your decision-making, and you know not all programs are the
same. Trust in the local agronomic experts committed to bringing you a higher caliber, professionally executed program.
We invite you to partner with Ceres Solutions to make CORE Agronomics your strategy to build cropping success.
With CORE, farmers can expect to build success on a very sound agronomic
foundation, with the full support necessary to invest more wisely. How?
Years ago, your local Ceres Solutions team made the decision to commit to
the most disciplined approach to the entire sampling process. It’s just who
we are. The result? Consistently more accurate, high-quality, reliable testing
results for farmers. Upon that foundation, we build your success.
Our team has been honored that farmers have trusted us year-over-year to
study your management practices, document past recommendations and
build a customized nutrient program very specifically designed to produce
better results on every acre. That’s our CORE strategy. Let’s make it yours.

Centered on you.

Powered by Ceres Solutions, with AgWorld
and Climate Fieldview support technologies.

Better control means better information.
Better information means more effective
solutions. Prescribed. On every acre.

Pre-Season Management
Variable rate recommendations
and nutrient prescriptions

It all starts with intensive 2.5-acre sampling. This
allows better assessment of variability in the field, and
also allows repeatable sampling for long-term tracking.
Grid sampling ensures the entire field is represented...
ideal for new fields or fields that haven’t been sampled
in recent years.

TM

Post Season Analysis
Yield Analysis,
Climate FieldView

In-Season Management
NutriSolutions, Irrigation,
Nitrogen Solutions, Imagery

Crop Rows

2 1/2 acres Grids

Core Locations

Customized zone sampling involves the same number
of pulls as grid sampling... but units are identified based
on different soil characteristics across a field. Maps
define different soil productivity areas within a field,
and more issues can be addressed as they occur within
different zones.

Either way, Ceres Solutions insists on in-house control.
We use trained samplers operating automated sampling
devices to ensure consistent depth with every probe.
Each sample consists of eight 8-inch cores, and each one
is analyzed at SureTech Labs, the most experienced and
recognized certified program available to us today.
Together, let’s achieve your most accurate soil testing
results and gain immediate advantages over lesser programs, both in sample quality and reliability.

Once armed with your results, your Ceres team joins
you to interpret nutrient status and evaluate your options. Timely customized prescriptions are created with
speed and flexibility. Adaptation and familiarity with
your operation are essential; let’s customize acre-byacre until your cost, yield and profitability markers are
achieved.

To support Ceres Solutions Agronomic expertise, the
latest complementary technology, crop health, stewardship and data innovation tools are incorporated into
your basic service as a la cart options on CORE acres.
Let’s integrate and implement today’s most innovative
solutions for you as part of your CORE strategy.

learn more about core
With CORE Agronomics, farmers create consistent opportunities for cropping success. Ceres Solutions’ program bedrock is expert soil testing and analysis. Upon that foundational data, Ceres Solutions’ Agronomy Team
builds customized nutrient recommendations. Now is the time to visit with your local Agronomy Team about
your goals. Our core strategy? To increase your output for every unit of input on every acre. Let’s get to work.

